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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Researchers have looked at enhanced-V
features with 4 km spatial resolution Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
imagery. This paper focuses on observing
enhanced-V features with higher (1 km) spatial
resolution Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellite
(POES) imagery, which has yet to be explored in
detail. A quantitative analysis of the enhanced-V
feature along with geographic and daytime versus
nighttime distributions of enhanced-Vs are
presented in this paper.
Many studies have observed and
analyzed the enhanced-V feature (McCann 1983;
Negri 1982; Heymsfield et al. 1983a, 1983b;
Heymsfield and Blackmer 1988; Adler et al. 1985).
Enhanced longwave InfraRed (IR) satellite
imagery of deep convection sometimes display
this cloud-top V-shaped feature, in which an
equivalent blackbody temperature (BT) region of a
storm is enclosed by a V-shaped region of colder
BT (see figure1a; Negri 1982; McCann 1983;
Heymsfield et al. 1983a, 1983b; Fujita 1982). The
enhanced-V develops when a strong updraft
penetrates into the lower stratosphere and results
in an overshooting thunderstorm top. This
overshooting top acts to block strong upper level
winds and forces the flow to divert around it (Fujita
1978). As the flow is diverted around the
overshooting top, it erodes the updraft summit and
carries cloud debris downwind (McCann 1983).
The carrying of cloud debris downwind is reflected
in the colder BTs of the enhanced-V feature
(McCann 1983). The coldest BT, which is near
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the apex of the enhanced-V, is associated with
adiabatic expansion due to the ascent of air
parcels in the thunderstorm updraft region
overshooting the tropopause (Heymsfield and
Blackmer 1988; Adler and Mack 1986).
Several theories have been proposed to
explain the warm region of BTs enclosed by the Vfeature. One theory argues that the region is a
result of subsidence of negatively buoyant
overshooting cloud air downstream of an
ascending cloud top (Heymsfield and Blackmer
1988; Adler and Mack 1986; Heymsfield et al.,
1983a; Negri 1982; Schlesinger 1984). A second
theory has been proposed which explains the
warm region on the basis of radiative properties of
the cloud particles. Based on radiative transfer
simulations and assuming that the ice water
content varied spatially across the anvil,
Heymsfield et al., (1983b) suggested that the
interior warm region was found to have lower ice
water content compared to the V-arms. This
situation implies a smaller optical depth in the
warm region and warmer BTs that are
characteristic of lower altitudes. Another theory
states that stratospheric cirrus (Fujita 1982)
generated in the wake of overshooting tops are
sinking into the anvil cloud. Located above an
anvil top and at a warmer environmental
temperature, the stratospheric cirrus appears
warmer in the BTs sensed by the IR satellite
channel (Wang et al., 2002; Setvak et al., 2005).
Warm regions have been identified as
Closed-in Warm Areas (CWA) and Distant Warm
Areas (DWA) further downwind (Heymsfield et al.,
1983a). The CWA and coldest point of the
enhanced-V form a cold-warm couplet (McCann
1983; Heymsfield et al., 1983a, 1983b; Negri
1982; Fujita 1982). A DWA is more transient and
usually has no distinct maxima of BT

FIGURE 1. Deep convective storm with enhanced-V over southwestern Texas from the Polar Orbiting
Environmental Satellite (POES) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) –Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) one-kilometer spatial resolution 10.8 µm IR channel image on
9 May 2003 at 2102 UTC. (a) Color enhanced image (b) Black and white image.
(Heymsfield et al., 1983a). Five Severe
Environmental Storms and Mesoscale Experiment
(SESAME) cases were performed during 1979 for
a GOES quantitative study of the enhanced-V
(Heymsfield and Blackmer, 1988). They found
that the cold-warm couplet ranged from 7 to 17° C.
The distance from the cold point to the CWA was
21 to 44 km and the distance from the cold point to
the DWA was 40 to 120 km. Compared to the

CWA, the DWA occurred less frequently and
consisted of a larger transient area when present.
The presence of enhanced-V features
signifies strong tropospheric shear and intense
updrafts, both of which are also essential for
severe thunderstorms (Heymsfield and Blackmer
1988). The presence of enhanced-Vs is
associated with severe weather (McCann 1983;
Negri 1982; Heymsfield et al., 1983a, 1983b; Adler

et al., 1985; Heymsfield and Blackmer 1988).
McCann (1983) explored the association of
enhanced-Vs to severe weather reports,
suggesting their possible use in issuing severe
weather warnings. McCann (1983) found a 30minute median lead time from the time the
enhanced-V appeared in enhanced IR imagery to
the time of the first report of severe weather. In
addition, McCann (1983) found that most of the
enhanced-Vs he studied were associated with
severe weather (i.e., low false alarm ratio).
However, a large number of severe storms did not
have an enhanced-V (low probability of detection).
Most of these earlier studies of enhancedV features and their relation to severe weather
have used GOES IR imagery with 8 km spatial
resolution and 30-minute temporal resolution. The
current GOES IR imagery has a spatial resolution
of 4 km and improved temporal resolution. POES
IR imagery has a spatial resolution of 1 km but
with limited temporal resolution as compared to
GOES imagery. A few studies have utilized POES
IR imagery to investigate enhanced-V features
(Adler et al., 1983). Primarily because of the
coarse spatial resolution, GOES IR imagery
overestimates the cold area BTs by about +15 K
for mature thunderstorms and +30-40 K for small
growing storms compared to POES IR imagery
(Adler et al., 1983). The magnitude of the coldwarm couplet increases dramatically with POES
imagery, making it easier to detect. Thus, it is
expected that the number of detectable enhancedVs will be greater with POES imagery. To date,
there has not been a detailed POES dataset of
enhanced-V cases developed. This paper
explores quantifiable parameters of the enhancedV and discusses geographic and daytime versus
nighttime distributions of the enhanced-V by using
a POES dataset.
Section 2 discusses the data used in this
study, while Section 3 describes the methodology.
Section 4 includes results including quantitative
parameters of the enhanced-Vs and geographic
and daytime versus nighttime satellite overpass
distributions. Conclusions are discussed in
Section 5.
2. DATA
Two polar orbiting satellite datasets that
included the 10.7, 10.8, and 11 µm InfraRed (IR)
channels were obtained over the United States of
America (USA) for the enhanced-V study. These
datasets consisted of:

• POES National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) and Earth
Observing System’s (EOS) MODerateresolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) AQUA and TERRA overpasses
from 4 May 2003 to 5 July 2003. There
were 209 enhanced-V cases collected in
the 2003 season.
• POES NOAA-AVHRR and EOS MODIS
AQUA and TERRA overpasses from 1
May 2004 to 1 July 2004. There were 241
enhanced-V cases collected in the 2004
season.
In addition, GOES Water Vapor Derived
Winds (WVDW) were used to estimate upper
tropospheric winds. Archived RAdiosonde
OBservations (RAOBS) were used if the GOES
WVDW were not available at or near the time of
the enhanced-V cases.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Enhanced-V in Satellite Observations
One of the goals of this enhanced-V study
is to quantify aspects of the enhanced-V feature
using POES observations from the AVHRR and
MODIS. These satellites provide a one-kilometer
spatial resolution for the 10.8 and 11 µm IR
channels. The Man computer Interactive Data
Access System (McIDAS) was used to display and
analyze the satellite imagery.
As mentioned in the data section, 209
enhanced-V cases were collected from 4 May
2003 to 5 July 2003 and 241 enhanced-V cases
were collected from 1 May 2004 to 1 July 2004.
Since each polar orbiting satellite has one
ascending and one descending overpass per day
at a certain location on Earth, the temporal nature
of enhanced-V features is difficult to determine.
Furthermore, enhanced-V features are associated
with deep convection, which usually lasts
approximately a few hours. This makes
enhanced-V features even more difficult to detect
with polar orbiting satellites because of the “hit or
miss” nature of the satellite overpasses.
For easy detection of the enhanced-V, the
IR imagery is enhanced using the two-ramp dogleg scheme for converting scene temperatures
(Tscene) into an unsigned 8-bit integer (count) in
the range zero to 255 (Clark 1983, Brunner 2004).
Refer to Figure 1b for a POES NOAA-AVHRR

one-kilometer spatial resolution 10.8 µm IR
channel image of deep convection over
southwestern Texas on 9 May 2003 at 2102 UTC.
However, an enhanced-V feature is not evident on
this black and white image. Refer to Figure 1a for
the same 10.8 µm IR channel image that was
used in Figure 1b, but with the addition of the tworamp dog-leg scheme enhancement. An
enhanced-V is labeled on the enhanced IR image.
The enhanced-V has seven quantitative
parameters as explained in the following
paragraphs:
• TMIN
• TMAX
• TDIFF
• DIST
• DISTARMS
• ANGLEARMS
• ORIENTATION
TMIN is the minimum cloud top equivalent
blackbody temperature observed from the satellite.
TMIN is usually near the apex of the enhanced-V
and is associated with adiabatic expansion due to
the ascent of air parcels in the thunderstorm
updraft region overshooting the tropopause
(Heymsfield and Blackmer 1988; Adler and Mack
1986). The Latitude and Longitude for each
enhanced-V case is also documented, based on
the position of TMIN.
The maximum cloud top BT is TMAX.
TMAX is usually observed downwind of TMIN and
is enclosed by the V-feature region. Figure 2a
shows a zoomed-in image of Figure 1a with TMIN
and TMAX labeled. For this enhanced-V case,
TMIN and TMAX were observed to have values of
192 K (-81° C) and 212 K (-61° C), respectively.
The difference in cloud top BTs between
TMIN and TMAX (TDIFF) forms a cold-warm
couplet (McCann 1983; Heymsfield et al., 1983a,
1983b; Negri 1982; Fujita 1982). Another
quantitative parameter of the enhanced-V is the
distance between TMIN and TMAX (DIST). Figure
2b displays an enhanced-V with TDIFF and DIST
applied and labeled. For this case, TDIFF and
DIST were observed to have values of 20 K and 7
km, respectively.
A fifth quantitative parameter used in
examining the enhanced-V set is the distance of

the V-arms (DISTARMS). The V-arms extend
outward in a V-like pattern from an apex point.
Usually, the apex point is denoted as TMIN, and
the further away from the apex of the “V”, the
warmer the cloud top BTs. Sometimes, the apex
of the “V” is not TMIN, but it is the coldest cloud
top BT along the V-arms. DISTARMS was
calculated for each enhanced-V by averaging the
two V-arm distances together. The distance of
each V-arm was calculated by using McIDAS to
measure the distance between the apex point and
the point on the V-arm where a noticeable
increase in the cloud top BT occurred. This
noticeable increase varied for each enhanced-V,
but was roughly a 10 percent change between the
temperature at the apex point and the temperature
at the end of the V-arm.
ANGLEARMS is the angle between the
two V-arms. Figure 2c shows DISTARMS and
ANGLEARMS applied and labeled to an image;
DISTARMS and ANGLEARMS were observed to
have values of 22.5 km and 72 degrees,
respectively.
The final quantitative descriptor, the
ORIENTATION parameter, is used to describe the
orientation of the enhanced-V. The
ORIENTATION parameter makes four 90-degree
quadrants. South was denoted as zero, or 360
degrees. Quadrant 1 (Southwest) is the angle
from zero to 90 degrees (West). Quadrant 2
(Northwest) is the angle from 90 to 180 degrees
(North). Quadrant 3 (Northeast) is the angle from
180 to 270 degrees (East) and Quadrant 4
(Southeast) is the angle from 270 to 360 degrees.
The quadrant(s) that each enhanced-V
was assigned to is determined by two criteria.
First, the quadrant that contains the highest
number of degrees of the enhanced-V is counted.
Second, each quadrant that contains 45 degrees
or more is counted. A quadrant was not counted
more than once for each enhanced-V. Figure 2d
shows an example of the quantitative parameter
ORIENTATION. For this enhanced-V case, the
enhanced-V orientation was determined to be the
northeast quadrant because there were 49
degrees of angle present in the northeast
quadrant, while only 23 degrees of angle were
present in the southeast quadrant.

FIGURE 2. A zoomed-in POES NOAA-AVHRR one-kilometer spatial resolution enhanced 10.8 µm IR
channel image over southwestern Texas on 9 May 2003 at 2102 UTC. The enhanced-V quantitative
parameters are labeled in the four panels (a) TMIN (K) and TMAX (K) (b) TDIFF (K) and DIST (KM) (c)
DISTARMS (KM) and ANGLEARMS (Degrees), and (d) ORIENTATION.
3.2 Upper Level Winds

4. RESULTS

For the formation of the enhanced-V to
occur, it is theorized that strong upper level winds
are diverted around the overshooting
thunderstorm top (Fujita 1978). In this study,
upper level wind speed and direction from the
GOES Water Vapor Derived Winds (WVDW) were
obtained for each enhanced-V case. The GOES
WVDW provide upper level winds every 30
minutes so the temporal resolution is much better
than with RAOBS. Also, the horizontal spatial
scale is improved with GOES WVDW. If the
GOES WVDW were not available at or near the
time of an enhanced-V case, then the nearest
RAOB both in time and horizontal spatial scale
was used instead to determine the upper level
winds. For the southwestern Texas enhanced-V
case discussed earlier, the upper level wind speed
was estimated at 65 Knots (KT) (33 m/s) and the
upper level wind direction was towards the
northeast.

This section encompasses two main parts.
First, the locations of the enhanced-V cases are
included along with a discussion about geographic
and daytime versus nighttime satellite overpass
distributions of enhanced-Vs. Second, results of
the seven enhanced-V quantitative parameters are
detailed.
4.1 Geographic and Daytime Versus Nighttime
Distributions
Figure 3 shows the location of the 450
enhanced-V cases from the 2003 and 2004
seasons. The majority of the enhanced-V cases
occurred over the Great Plains and Midwestern
parts of the United States. With only a few reports
of enhanced-V cases over the northeastern and
western parts of the United States, there seems to
be a high geographical distribution of enhanced-V
cases to the Great Plains and Midwestern climatic

FIGURE 3: This map shows the location of the enhanced-V cases over the United States from the 2003
and 2004 seasons. There are a total of 450 enhanced-V cases. Most of the enhanced-V features are
located over the Great Plains and Midwestern parts of the United States. The enhanced-V cases that are
labeled in red occurred between 1500 and 0300 UTC (daytime and evening hours), while enhanced-V
cases that are labeled in blue occurred between 0300 and 1500 UTC (nighttime and morning hours).
Overall, a majority of the enhanced-V cases occurred during the afternoon and evening overpasses.
regions. However, since the two seasons include
only POES imagery, there may have been
enhanced-V features that were not detected,
because they occurred before or after the satellite
overpass. In addition, the peak frequency for
thunderstorms over the northeastern United States
is during the month of July (Changnon 2001), so it
is possible that there may have been a few more
enhanced-V cases detected over the northeast
United States if the datasets had included the
whole month of July. Our datasets included data
from early May to early July. However, the
geographic distribution observed in our data is
consistent with the distribution in previous studies
of enhanced-V features. In past studies, almost
every enhanced-V case study occurred over the
Great Plains and Midwestern parts of the United
States (e.g., Adler et al., 1985; Heymsfield and
Blackmer 1988; Heymsfield and Fulton 1994;
Heymsfield et al., 1983a, 1983b; McCann 1983;
Negri 1982). The geographic distribution of
enhanced-Vs is related to the climatology of
severe thunderstorms. Compared to the rest of
the United States, the Great Plains and Midwest

are climatologically favored for deep convection
(Changnon 2001).
In addition to the geographic distribution,
there is a noticeable difference in the daytime and
nighttime satellite distribution. Figure 3 shows
when the enhanced-V features appeared. The
enhanced-V cases that occurred between 1500
and 0300 UTC are labeled in red and are
considered daytime/evening convection, while
enhanced-V cases that occurred between 0300
UTC and 1500 UTC are labeled in blue and are
considered nighttime/morning convection.
Approximately 81 percent of the total number of
enhanced-V cases (366 out of 450 cases) for the
two seasons occurred between 1500 and 0300
UTC. This seems reasonable as severe weather
(i.e., especially tornadoes) usually occurs during
the afternoon and evening hours (Ackerman and
Knox, 2003).
4.2 Enhanced-V Parameters
Seven quantitative parameters of the
enhanced-V cases were analyzed. Table 1 shows

TABLE 1. The Mean, Median, Maximum, and Minimum values for TMIN (K), TMAX (K), TDIFF (K), DIST
(KM), DISTARMS (KM), and ANGLEARMS (DEGREES) for the 2003 and 2004 enhanced-V seasons.
2003 SEASON:
PARAMETER
MEAN
MEDIAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
TMIN (K)
201
200
222
184
TMAX (K)
217
217
246
205
TDIFF (K)
16
16
35
5
DIST (KM)
11
10
43
3
DISTARMS (KM)
39
31
177
9
ANGLEARMS
78
75
130
25
(DEGREES)
2004 SEASON:
PARAMETER
MEAN
MEDIAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
TMIN (K)
201
201
220
181
TMAX (K)
217
217
232
206
TDIFF (K)
16
15
41
5
DIST (KM)
10
9
41
3
DISTARMS (KM)
41
34.5
146.5
10
ANGLEARMS
75
74
117
38
(DEGREES)
results from both seasons for the TMIN,
TMAX, TDIFF, DIST, DISTARMS, and
ANGLEARMS parameters. The Mean (ME),
Median (MED), Maximum (MAX), and Minimum
(MIN) values of each parameter were calculated.
All of the TMIN values were consistent for the
2003 and 2004 seasons. For the TMAX
parameter, the MAX value of 246 K (-27° C) in the
2003 season was 14 K larger than the value for
the 2004 season. Most of the TDIFF values were
consistent for the two seasons except for the MAX
value of 41 K for the 2004 season, which was 6 K
larger than the MAX value for the 2003 season.
All of the DIST values were consistent for the two
seasons. Most of the DISTARMS values were
consistent for the two seasons except for the MAX
value of 177 km for the 2003 season, which was
30.5 km larger than the MAX value for the 2004
season. The ME and MED values for the
ANGLEARMS parameter were consistent for the
two seasons. However, the MAX and MIN values
for the ANGLEARMS parameter were 13 degrees
larger and smaller, respectively, for the 2003
season compared to the 2004 season.
The results for the ORIENTATION
parameter showed that 59.8 and 72.6 percent of
the time an enhanced-V was present in the
northeast (number 3) quadrant, for the 2003 and
2004 seasons, respectively. Also, the results
showed that 37.8 and 27.8 percent of the time an
enhanced-V was present in the southeast (number
4) quadrant, for the 2003 and 2004 seasons,
respectively. The northwest (number 2) quadrant

contained enhanced-Vs 9.6 and 2.9 percent of the
time for the 2003 and 2004 seasons, respectively;
while the southwest (number 1) quadrant
contained enhanced-Vs 4.8 and 1.2 percent of the
time for the 2003 and 2004 seasons, respectively.
The northeast and southeast quadrants contained
by far the highest percentages of enhanced-Vs,
while the southwest and northwest quadrants had
much smaller percentages of enhanced-Vs. For
the southwest, northwest, and southeast
quadrants, the percent of the time an enhanced-V
was present decreased by 3.6 percent, 6.7
percent, and 10 percent, respectively, in the 2004
season compared to the 2003 season. However,
for the northeast quadrant, the percent of the time
an enhanced-V was present increased by 12.8
percent.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The two enhanced-V seasons
(early May to early July 2003 and 2004) in this
study showed a geographic distribution of
enhanced-V features in the Midwest and Great
Plains. Only a few enhanced-V features occurred
in the western and northeastern parts of the
United States of America. There was also a
daytime versus nighttime satellite overpass
distribution with the enhanced-V features. Most of
the enhanced-V features (81 percent) from the two
seasons occurred during the afternoon and
evening hours rather than the overnight and early
morning hours.

The Upper Level Wind Direction and
Upper Level Wind Speed can be obtained from the
GOES WVDW. These WVDW provide a temporal
scale of every half hour compared to RAdiosonde
Observations (RAOBs), which occur twice per day.
Also, the spatial scale is usually better with the
WVDW compared to RAOBs. The UL WIND DIR
could be used for pattern recognition in an
enhanced-V automated detection algorithm. The
WVDW could obtain the direction that the
enhanced-V is oriented towards and then the
algorithm could search for patterns in the
equivalent blackbody temperatures.
While the GOES ABI will not have the
same spatial resolution as polar orbiting satellite
imagery, the two-kilometer spatial resolution will
be an improvement from the current four-kilometer
GOES satellite imagery and the temporal
resolution will be superior to that of polar orbiting
satellites. The spatial resolution of polar orbiting
satellite imagery and the improved spatial
resolution of the upcoming GOES ABI allow a
detailed quantitative study of the enhanced-V
feature.
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